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Abstract. This paper is &he second in a three-part study of efficient evaluations of expression. Here 
a general evaluation algorithm of the outermost type is given, and proved to be optimal for a wide 
class of systems of graph-like expressions. Several examples of the application of the algorithm are 
also given. 

1. Introduction 

1.1. In this paper we continue the study begun in [S]. Using the methods of (4, 
Section 5), we develop algorit”nms, and proofs of their optimality, for the evaluation 
of graph-like expressions in suitabie systems. The algorithms are reasonabiy simple 
and practical, though the form in which they are presented here is chosen for ease of 
exposition rather than for efficiency of implementation. 

A general algorithm is given and proved optimal in Section 4; particular appli- 
cations of it to systems of McCarthy, Vuillemin tiiiG Pacini, and to systems of 
combinatory logic, are given in Section 5. Sections 2 and 3 collect the basic concepts 
and results which are used. Finally Section; 6 discusses some limitations cf :!x 
algorithm, its application to parallcl processing and the scope for refining it. 

1.2. Expression graphs, over a set F of function symbols with a distinguished subset 
C SF of constants, were introduced and studied in [5]. They are finite, rooted, 
directed, ordered graphs, each of whose nonterminal nodes is labelled by an element 
of F\C, and each of whose terminal nodes may be labelled by an element of C. 

Since all graphs considered here are expression graphs, we may briefly call theem 
‘graphs’. 

1.3. In this paper we consider acyclic systems of graphs, in the following sense. &4 
system (B, +) of graphs over (F, C) is a Eet B of graphs over (F, C) together with a 
binary reilation =$ on B which satisfies the followiijg conditions: 
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(i) Whenever T =$, U there is some instance (as defined in [S]) ,Ct : R, + T of SOme 

rule p such that T + U is the contraction defined by this instance, 
(ii) Whenever r :;$ U, I- + V are defined by instances h : 42, + T,, k : & + T 

respectively, such that k induces an instance k’ : R, + U, and hence a contraction of 
u to say W, then U * W. 

A system (3, j) of graphs is called acyclic if its graphs, and the rules which define . 

its contractions, are acyclic. A system is called cdisjoiret if each two distinct contrac- 
tions of the system are defined by disjoint instances of rules, in the sense of [s]. 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1. The definition of graph homomorphism h : H + G provided by [S, Section 2.81 
permits an empty-labelled terminal node of H to have an image which has an 
arbitrary label; but a node n of H with a nonempty label must map to a node h(n) 
with the same label and, if n is nonterminal, then the distinct out-edges el, . . . , e, of 
n must have images Wed, l . . , h(e,) which are all the distinct out-edges, in order, of 
h(n). It is also required that when an edge e has end n’ in H, h(e) hasend h(n’) in G. 

2.2. A subgraph H of a graph G is a graph H together with a homomorphism which 
is one-one on nodes of H, and therefore on edges of H also. Note however that from 
Section 2.1 the image of the root of H need not be the root of G; and empty-labelled 
nodes of H may have images which are not empty-labelled. We shall generally 
discuss subgraphs as if h were the inclusion of H in G. 

It will be convenient xo call a node of a graph G an assigned node of G if it has a 
nonempty label. 

2.3, Various sorts of subgraphs will be of interest. We define a cofinal subgraph H of 
G to be a subgraph such that empty-valued nodes of H are empty-valued nodes of G. 
The cofmal subgraph of a given node n of G is the subgraph H of G defined by all 
nodes of G below n. The cofinal subgraph of an edge e of G is defined to be the 
coinal subgraph of its end. 

An initial subgraph H of G is a subgraph such that the root of H is the root of G. 
A nontrivial subgraph H of G is one whose root has nonempty label. 

. . * 

2.4. Given a contraction defined by an instance h : R, + G of a rule p, we may call 
h(r,), the image of the root of R,, the root of the contraction. 

2.5, When U, V are subgraphs of a graph G, we may write U < V if U is a subgraph 
ote that if U s V and U, V are not equal, then either the root of U is not the 

root of V, or else some empty-labelled node of U has a nonempty label in V. Note 
also that the ineqczlity just introduced is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive. 
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2.6. A path ml, el, . . e, mk, ek, m&+1 in a graph G (where the m’s denote nodes and 
ei denotes an edge with start mi and end mi+l) is said to match a path 

nl, fl 9 9 l l 9 nl, fi, nl+l in a graph H if the following three conditions are satisfied: 

2. 7. An !nitir?l path in a graph G is one whose start is the root of G. A cofinal path in 
a graph G is one whose end is a terminal node of G. 

(i) k = 1, 

( ) ii mi=ni, i=l,..., k, 
(iii) if mi has label f and k out-edges, then ni has label f and k outedges. 

2.8. We say that a path rTTI = (nl, fi, . . . , nt, fi, r-t& in a graph G extends a path 
n = (ml, el, . . . , mk, ek, mk+l) oi G, and that ?I is an initial subpath of fl’, if k g ! and 

mi =ni andei=fi,i=l,..., k;. If I > k, we may call V’ a proper extension of w. 

2.9. We may also say that a path r in a Traph G is maximal with respect to some 
property P of paths of G, if r satisfies P and there is no proper extension of P in G 
which satisfies P. 

2.10. A node n (respectively edge e) of a graph G is said to have a descendant in H 
after a contraction G -_*, H, if n (respectively e) is a node (respectively edge) of H; in 
which case we may also say that n (respectively e) is the descendant in H of n 
(respectively e) in G. 

2.11. It is then clear how to define, by induction on the length of the :;equence, what 
it means for a node or edge of a graph G to have a descendant in a giaph H after a 
sequence of contractions G +* H. We omit details. 

The following two lemmas will be found useful: 

Lemma 1. If n is a node of a graph G, if the cofinal subterm W of n in G does not 
include the root o-f the contraction G + H, and if n has a descendant in H under this 
contraction, then the cofinal subgraph of (the descendant 0,)‘) n in His the same graph 
W. 

Proof. From the definition of contraction, see in particular [5, Sectron 2.111, it is, 
enough to prove that the cofinal subgraph of n in H has the same nodes as the cofina1 
subgraph of W in 6. That is elementary and omikd. 

If a node n of a graph G has a descendant in a graph H after a contraction 
G =+ Hdfined by an instance h : Ep --5i 3, and if v = (n1: eL, . . . , ak, ek., nk+ 1) is a path 
of G with start :;, no intermediate node of which is the root h(r,) oj’ G + H, then 

n2, . . . , nc+l also have descendants In U and 7~ is a path in U. 
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Proof. By induction on k. The details are straightforward and are omitted. 

2.12. Notice that Lemma 2 allows us to extend Lemma I. We define the descendant 
of a suitable subgraph J of a graph G, after a contraction G 3 H. 1.f the contraction 
G + H has root rp: and if r, is not an assigned node of J, then from Llemma 2 all nodes 
of J have descendants in H, and those with labels in H have the same labels in G. 
That is, the descendiants in H of the nodes of J define a copy of J in H, which we may 
caii the descendant of J in H, and denote J also. 

The descendant of a suitable subgraph J of G after a sequence of contractions 
G +* H is then deffined by induction on the length of the sequence. Details are 
omitted. 

3, Node-stabSty amd soundness 

3.1. For the rest of this paper we consider, unless otherwise stated, a fixed, disjoint, 
acyclic system (B, *). 

3.2. Given a node na of a graph G it is convenient to define a non-no contraction of 
G to be a contraction of G whose root is not no. 

3.3. A node n of a graph G is defined to be no-stable, for some node no of G, if there 
is no reduction G +* H such that n and no have descendants in H with respect to 
this reduction, and n is the root of a non-no contraction of H. 

The following three useful properties of node-stability are immediate from the 
def%im: 

Property 1. No no-stable node of a graph G is the root of a non-no contraction of G. 

Property 2. If n is no-stable in G and both n, no have descendants in H after a 
reduction G ++* H, then n is no-stable in H. 

Property 3. 120 is no-stable. 

The next observation follows easily from Property 2. 

ResuIt 1. If a graph G has a node n which is the root of a subterm V, if all assigned 
nodes of Vexcept n are no-stable,for some fixed node no of G, and if G 3 His a iyon-no 
contraction whose root is not n, then V has a descendant in Hand all assigned nodes of 
V except n are no-stable in H. 

roof. From Property 2, by induction on the length of the longest path of V. The 
details are straightforward and are omitted. 
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3.4. We next define a sound node no of a graph G to be a node of G such that there is 
some initial path ?T in G which ends at no and all of whose nodes are no-stable. 

We also define a sound contractian of a graph G to be a contraction whose root is a 
sound node of G. 

Note that if 7r is a path as in the above definition of sound node, then the only node 
of r which can be the root of a contraction of G is no. 

The next two results show the point of the definition of sound contraction. 

Result 2. If no is a sound node of a graph G which is the root of a contraction of G, then 
after a non-no contraction G =$ H, no has a descendant in H which is a sound node of 
H. 

Proof. Write 7r for an initial path of G of no-stable nodes with end no. As noted in 
Section 3.4, the root of G + H is not any nonterminal node of tr, so from Lemma 2 7r 
is an initial path of H with end no. From Property 2, all the nodes of 7~ are no-stable in 
H, as required. 

Result 3. If (B, ‘) is a disjoint system in which every graph G which has a normal 
form but is not in normal form has a sound contraction, then sound contractions of such 
graphs G are optimal contractions. 

That is, for every such contraction G + H, H has a reduction to normal form 
whose length is one less than the length of the shortest reduction to normal form of 6. 

Proof. In view of the subcommutativity result for disjoint systems given in [S, 
Section 3.31, Result 2 shows that sound contractions satisfy the hypotheses of the 
abstract optimality result of [4, Section 51. In particular, say G + H is a sound 
contraction and that G 1 J is another contraction. Now the subcommutativity result 
says, amongst other things, that one of the following three alternatives holds: 

(i) H +.I, 
(ii) J + H, 

(iii) there is a graph K such that H + K, J 1 K. 
The subcommutativity result together with Result 2 rules out (i), since the root of 

G + H has a descendant in .J. Also Result 2 shows that in case (li) J =+ H 
(respectively in case (iii) J + K) is also a sound contraction, so that the hypothesis (ii) 
of the abstract optimality result is satisfied with k = 0 (respectively with % = 1). 

3.5. Our task now is to give, in suitable cases, conditions under which graphs not in 
normal form always have sound contractions, and more particularly to give condi- 
tions under which reasonable algorithms can be given for finding sound contractions. 
That is the purpose of the following two sections of this paper. ‘VVe conclude this 
section by giving some useful sufficient conditions for node-stability. 
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The first result we shall give is a general but abstract one. To support it we also give 
several more specialized conditions which are immediately useful in particular 
circumstances. The following definitions are required. 

3.6. A subgraph H of a graph G is said to be no-allowable in G if there is some 
non-no reduction G a* G’ and some contraction G’+ 63” such that H has a 
descendant in G’ and G’+ G” is defined by an instance h : R, + G’ such that the 
image in 6’ of the root of R, is the root of the descendant of H. 

If RI is a subterm of G which is not no-allowable, then H is said to be no-barred in 
G. 

Result 4. If G is a graph with nodes n and no and a subgraph J which 
(i) J’has root n, 

(ii) all assigned nodes of J other than n are no-stable, 
(iii) J is no-barred in G, 

then n is no-stable. 

Proof. We show that n is not the root of a non-no contraction of G, and that after a 
non-no contraction G + H such that n and no have descendants in H, J has a 
descendant in H and the hypotheses are satisfied by the descendants of n, no and J in 
H. The result then follows by induction, in view of the definition of node-stability. 
We consider only the nontrivial case, when n f no. 

First, it is immediate from (i) and (iii) that n is not the root of any contraction of G. 
Next, it follows from Result 1 that J has a descendant in H with root n, and that all 

assigned nodes of J, except perhaps n, are no-stable in H. It is immeldiate from the 
definition of no-barred that J is no-barred in Hz 

In order to apply Result 4 we need conditions under which a subgraph J of a graph 
G is no-barred in G. The following condition is suitable: 

Proposition 1. If G is a graph with node no, and if Jis a subgraph of G which satisfies 
the following conditl!ons, then J is no-barred in G : 

(i) all assigned nodes of J other than its root are no-stable, 
(ii) for every instance h : R, + G which defines a contraction there is an initial path 

nh of J which satisfies all the following conditions: 
(a) the end of mh is no-stable in G, 
(b) if ??h matches an initial path of R,, then its end is the root of a contraction of G; 

and so from (a) its end is no, 
k) Whenever an initial subpath of vh matches any initial, cofinal path # of R,, the 

end of 7”r* is an assigned node of R,. 

. From the definition of no-barred (Section 3.6) it is enough for a proof by 
induction on the length of reductions to show that the root n of J is not the root of a 
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non-no contraction of G, and to show that after a non-no contraction G a H such 
that n and no have descendants in H, J also has a descendant in H and the 
descendants of n, no and J in H satisfy the hypotheses. . 

First we show that the root n of J is not the root of a non-no1 contraction of G. 
Suppose it is; we find a contradiction as follows. 

Write h : R, + G for an instance of a non-no contraction with root n, write rr/, for a 
path of J as in hypothesis (ii), and consider the initial subpath 7r1 of rh which is 
maximal with respect to the condition that it matches an initial path of R,. Note thlat 
r1 cannot match any initial, cofinal path 7r* of R,, for then from (ii) (c) the end of # 
is an assigned node of R,, whose value is therefore a constant, which is not the value 
of any intermediate address of mh. Thus the hypothesis that nl matches ?z* implies 
that 7rl = vh, so that wh matches an initial path of &, so that from (ii)(b) the end of nh 
is the root of a contraction of G. That contradicts the disjointness of the system, since 
the end of rh is an assigned address of h(R,,). 

Hence ml does not match an initial, cofinal path awl* of W,; but that contradicts the 
assumption that there is a horn h : R, + G which maps the root of R, to n. Thus n is 
not equivalent to the root of a non-no contraction of G. 

As all assigned nodes of J other than n are no-stable, then J has a descendant in H, 
aA from Result (1) (i) is satisfied in H. Also (ii) is satisfied when we choose in H the 
same paths rh as were chosen in G, as we now show. 

First, (ii) (a) is immediate from the definition of node-stability. To show (ii) (b), we 
show that if the end nh of rh is the root of a contraction of G, then it is the root of a 
contraction of H. Notice that nh is no-stable in G9 so nh = no, so it is not the root of 
G + H. The result then follows from the disjointness of the system. 

Finally, (ii) (c) is independent of whether rh is a path of G or of H, since the end of 
rh has the same label in both G and H. 

We can combine Result 4 and Proposition 1 as follows: 

Result 5. Given a graph G with nodes n and no, if there is a subgraph J of G which 
satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Condition 1, then n is no-stable. 

The following more specialized results are more directly useful: 

Result 6. If a graph G has nodes n and not and if the cofinal subterm Jof n in E is in 
normal form, then n is no-stable in 6. 

Proof, This result is a corollary of Result 5 and Lemma 1. It is however no easier to 
justify that assertion than to give an independent proof along the same lines as those 
above. That is, we observe that n is not the root of a non-no contraction of G and 
that, from Lemma 1, after a non-no contraction G + H such that n and no both have 
descendants in H, those descendants satisfy the hypotheses. The result then follows 
by induction. 
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Similar remarks suffice for the proof of the following: 

Result Y. If a node n of a graph G has label A, where A is a function symbol which 
is not the function symbol of the root of any rule redex, then n is no-stable for all nodes 

no of G. 

ResrrM 8. If a graph G has cofinal subgraph K and if K has nodes n and no such that n 
is rta-stable in AK, then n is no-stable in G. 

IDroof, The method is again as for the proof of Result 4. That is, it is enough for a 
proof by induction to show that it is not the root of a non-no contraction of G, and to 
show that after a non-a0 contraction G + H such that n and no have descendants in 
H, these descendants also satisfy the hypotheses. 

First, n is not a root of a non-no contraction of G, else it would be the root of a non- 
ns contraction of K, contradiction. 

Next we consider a contraction G + H as above by means of the following two 
cases: 
Case 1. The root of G T 1 Lb is not a node of K Then from Lerulna 1, K is a cofinal 
subterm in H also, and by hypothesis n is no-stable in K. 
Case 2. The root of G =+ H ii: a node in K. Then G + H defines a contraction 
K ~3 h? say, where K’ is a cofinal subterm of H which includes the descendants of n 
and no. Note that n is no-stable in K’, from Property 2 applied to K. 

4. An qdmal evaluation algorithm 

4.2. We begin with a simple example of the sort of algorithm to be studied. The 
systelz: to which the example applies is the nonlinear weak combinatory logic defined 
in [Sj, and the example is a version of the familiar ‘leftmost-outermost’ evaluation 
algorithm. The general algorithm to be given later, however, considerably genera!- 
ises *the Xzftmost-outer-most’ concept. 

The object of Algorithm 1 is to choose a root of a sound contraction of the graph G 
(non In normal form) to which it is applied. That it succeeds in doing so will be proved 
later, for the more general Algorithm 2. In Algorithm 1 the initial value of the 
variable m is chosen to be the root of G, and the final value of m is taken to be the 

utput of the algorithm. The algorithm is given in a form which makes its properties 
easy to analyse, not in a form which is efficient to implement. 

4.2. For nonlinear weak combinatoq logic the algorithm is as follows (the notation 
is as in [S, Section 2.141): 
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Algorithm 1 
1. if m is not the root of a contraction of G and m has label with two out-edges el 

and e2 
then if the cofinal subterm of el is not in normal form 

then m := the end of el 
else m := the end of e2 

else stop 
2. gotol. 

4.3. The generalization of Algorithm 1 which we now consider is, more precisely, a 
compromise between generality and economy. For, any system as in Section 1.2 
undoubtedly has optimal evaluation algorithms of soi.qe sort. At worst, one obtains 
such an algorithm as follows. Examine all reductions of It ngth zero, then all of length 
one, and so on until the first reduction to normal form is eq&?untered. It is necessarily 
a reduction to normal form of minimal length. 

It is clear then that practicability is an essential, if vaguely defined, requirement for 
an interesting optimal evaluation algorithm. 

The idea of our generalization is to retain the basic structure of Algorithm 1, but to 
replace the notions of ‘left out-edge’ and ‘right out-edge’ by ‘a preferred out-edge’ 
and ‘a non-preferred out-edge’ respectively. Our generalized algorithm is 
nondeterministic in the sense that it may prescribe an arbitrary choice between 
certain edges. This nondeterminism is not an essential feature. It can be removed by, 
for example, always choosing the leftlnsst from the eJges from which the choice is to 
be made. The nondeterministic specification is however helpful when considering 
implementation of the algorithm (for example by asynchronous parallel processing); 
see Section 6.2. 

4.4, How then are the preferred out-edges of a node to be defined? Consideration of 
examples such as that of Section 5.4 shows that in general the choice of the preferred 
outedges of a node cannot always be the same for all nodes with out-edges, as 
occurred in Algorithm 1. Neither can it depend merely on the function symbol of the 
node. We proceed as follows. 

4.5. We shall assume that certain patterns are available to assist our choice. Each 
pattern includes information which enables it to prescribe the out-edges which ir 
prefers. We shall make a ‘best possible’ match of the available patterns and take as 
the preferred out-edges those which are prescribed by that pattern. We shall also 
assume that the patterns are consistent, in the sense that whenever two different 
patterns are both best possible matches, they prescribe the same preferred out- 
edges. 

It will be demonstrated in the following section that this pattern-matching strategy 
is simple to apply in various cases of interest. 
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Each pattern will be a certain graph P, together with a distinguished, nonterminal 
node p of P, not necessarily the root of P, and also a distinguished, nonempty subset 
of the out-edges of p in P. Such a pattern will be applied to a node m in a graph G by a 
homomorphism h : P -* G such that h(p) = m. Any such application of such a pattern 
P prescribes as preferred those out-edges of m which are the images under h of the 
preferred out-edges of p. 

In the simplest cases it is enough to take as the patterns just the nontrivial, proper, 
initial subterms of rule redexes, and to take p to be the root of each pattern. We shall 
call a preference the collection of patterns chosen for a system, and we shall call a 
preference eiementury if it is one of the simplest cases just mentioned. J.-J. Levy and 
G. Huet have pointed out in discussions that there are simple examples where 
elementary preferences are inadequate, so we allow here the more general notion of 
preference just indicated. See Section 6.1 for an example of a system for which 
elementary preferences are inadequate. Note however that we shall always assume 
that the preference chosen for a system includes at least all the nontrivial, proper, 
initial subterms of all rule redexes, with distinguished node as root, and that the 
preference is consistent in the sense mentioned at the beginning of Section 4.5. 

4.6. To introduce the method we first treat the special case where for all P in a 
preference P the distinguished node p of P is the root of P. In this case, given a graph 
G and a node m of G, either there is at least one pattern PE & such that there is a 
horn P+ 6 which maps p to m, or not. If not, then all out-edges of m are preferred. If 
so, then write 8 for a maximal such P; the preferred outedges of m are the 
homomorphic images of the distinguished out-edges of p in P. The consistency 
condition which is required to make sense of this definition is: 

Whenever two distinct horns Q1 + G and Q2 + G are both maximal, they should 
prescribe the same out-edges of m as preferred out-edges. 

Before discussing the general case we state the algorithm which we shall consider. 
As in Algorithm 1 the initial value of m is the root of the graph G under 
consideration, and the final value of m is the output of the algorithm. 

Algorithm 2 
1. ifm 

then 
is not the root of a contraction of G, and n;l is nonterminal 
if some preferred out-edge e of m ends at a root of a cofinal subterm of G 

which is not in normal form 
then m := the end of any such e 
else 

else stop 

if some out-edge e’ of m ends at the root of a cofinal subterm of G not 
in normal form 

then m := the end of any such e’ 
else stop 

2. goto 1. 
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4.7. If one is interested only in preferences P as discussed in Section 4.6, for which a 
definition of the preferred out-edges of nodes has already been given, one can now go 
direct to Section 4.8 and Proposition 2, where a condition on P is given which is 
sufficient for the above algorithm to be an optimal evaluation algorithm. However 
for preferences 1p in general, we still have to define the notion of preferred out-edge 
which is to be used in Algorithm 2. 

The general definition takes into account the sequence of values, say n,, . . a , no 

which have been taken by the variable m up to the present stage. Thus, n, is the root 
of G and vlo is the current value of m, the preferred out-edges of which have to be 
defined. 

Suppose first that th:ere is at !east one pattern P E P such that there is a horn P-, G 
which maps p to no and the root of P to some ni; and suppose that P is maximal in P 
in this respect. Then the preferred out-edges of no are the homomorphic images of 
the distinguished out-edges in P of p, and the consistency condition as before is: 

Whenever two distinct pattern horns P + G and Q + G as above are both maximal 
in the above respect, they should prescribe the same out-edges of yto as its preferred 
out-edges. 

If there is no pattern PEP as above, then all out-edges of 1t0 are preferred 
out-edges. 

4.8. In order to state a condition on a preference P which is sufficierot (in disjoint 
systems) to ensure that Algorithm 2 is an optimal evaluation algorithm, we make the 
following definitions: 
- A generated path in a graph G is one of those initial paths which is followed by the 

nondeterministic Algorithm 2. 
- A preferred path in a graph G is a path 

which is a terminal subpath of a generated path of G and is such that ei is a 
preferred out-edge of ni, i = 0, . . . , k - 1. 
The condition is stated in Proposition 2. Since it is rather complex, it should be 

noted that the complexity is in the hypotheses, and that each additional clause of the 
hypothesis makes the hypotheses weaker. In fact in several elementary cases, as is 
noted in the following section!, the hypotheses are never all satisfied, so that the 
condition is vacuously true. 

Proposition 2. Whenever a graph G has nodes n atizd no and a preferred path VT which 
satisfy the following conditions, then n is no-stable: 

(i) n is the start of w and n is not the root of a contraction, 
$j all nodes of rr other than n are no-stable, 

(iii) some initial subpath of T matches an initial, cofinal path of some rule redex, 
(iv) there is a path ~0 in G with start n and end no such that 
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(a) the maximal, preferred, initial subpath ~1 of a. is a subpath of ?r, 
(b) ?rl f ?r implies that the preferred out-edges in G of the end of nI head 

subterms of G which are in normal form. 
(v) no is the root of a contraction of G. 

4.9. We now prove that the condition of Proposit\cti 2 is sufficient, in a disjoint 
system, to ensure that Algorithm 2 terminates at a nodtl q:hich is the root of a sound 
contraction, whenever it is applied ,)o a g. rqh G no* III normal form. The proof is 
achieved by the following three steps. 

4. IO. Proof that the algorithm terminates 

The successive choices of m and an out-edge of m define a path in G whose length 
is increased by one for each cycle of the algorithm. Since G is finite and acyclic, the 
lengths of paths of G are bounded, so the number of cycles of the algorithm is 
bounded. 

4.11. Proof that the algorithm terminates at the first value of m which is the root of a 
con traction 

The initial value of m has the property, and evidently each cycle of the algorithm 
preserves the property, that m is the start of at least one Loath of G which ends at the 
root of a contraction. Evidently the algorithm terminate% at any value of m which is 
the root of a contraction of G. To see that the algorith:3 does not terminate for any 
other reason, suppose that the current value of m is no: tlz root of a contraction, and 
show as follows that this current value is not the ter~&~al value. Consider the two 
possible causes of termination. 
Case 1; m is a terminal node of G. This case does not occur, since it would imply that 
there is no root of a contraction in the cofinal subterm of m. 
Case 2: Every out-edge e of m has the cofinal subterm of its end in normal form. 
Clearly this case does not occur; there is the root of a contraction in the cofinal 
subterrn of m, and m is not that root, so the root is in the cofinal subterm of the end of 
some out-edge of m. 

4.12. Proof that the algorithm terminates at a sound node 

Write n,, . . . , no for the successive values taken b:y m during the execution of the 
algorithm, and write 7~: for the path from n, to no likewise defined. We show by 
induction on i that each ni is no-stable, i = 0, . . , , V, The result then follows from the 
definition of soundness. 

The case i = 0 is trivially true, so we suppose i > 0. Then by inductive hypothesis 
t&-l,. * l , no are no-stable; write ~0 for the terminaE subpath of ~0’ whose start is ni, 



and w:.‘.:z r1 for the 
following cases: 
Case 1: Some initial 
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maximal, preferred, initial subpath of ~0~ We consider the 

subpath of ~1 matches an initial, cofinal path of some rule 
redex. Then ni is no-stable by the hypothesis of Proposition 2, taking ?I~ for the v of 
Proposition 2. 
Case 2: Otherwise. Consider the following two subcases: 
Case 2.1: 7tl does not match any initial path of any rule redex. Then n; is no-stable by 
Result 5, applied to the subterm J of G whose only assigned nodes are the 
nonterminal nodes of rl. 
Case 2.2: Otherwise. Consider two subcases. 
Case 2.2.1: 9r1 = ~0. As Case 1 is ruled out, then ni is no-stable by Result 5, applied 
to the same subgraph J as in Case 2.1. 
Case 2.2.2: rrl # po. Xn this case there is a first node of r. which is not the end of a 
preferred out-edge of its predecessor. Thus every preferred out-edge of that 
predecessor is the root of a cofinal subgraph of G which is in normal form; so all 
nodes of those cofinal subterms are no-stable, by Result 6. Thus 7rl can be extended 
to a preferred path 7r2 of G which is cofinal in G and all of whose nodes, other than ni, 
are known to be no-stable. Consider two final subcases. 
Case 2.2.2.1: Some initial subpath of m2 matches an initial, cofinal path of some rule 
redex. Then ai is no-stable by Proposition 2. 
Case 2.2.2.2: Otherwise. Thi*n 7~ does not match any initial path ts;r, of any 
ruie redex Q-otherwise, as w2 is cofinal in G, rr, would be cofinal in R,, contrary 
to the hypothesis that Case 2.2.2.1 is ruled out. Thus ni is no-stable, by Result 5 
applied to the subgraph J of G whose only assigned nodes are the nontermina! 
nodes of 712. 

5. Applications 

5.1. The discussion of Rosen [3, Section 73 explains how recursive definitions 
generate replacement systems. Rosen actually generates subtree replacement 
systems; modifications which give disjoint systems of graph-like expressions in 
suitable cases are often evident and are systematically discussed in [6]. 

The question then arises: to which of the systems generated by recursive 
definitions do our results apply? It is easy to see that our results are at least able to 
deal with all of the original recursive definitions of McCarthy [l]. Those definitions 
comprise 

(i) equations of the form 

f( x0, l l l 9 xl< ) := E, (x0, . . . , xk variables) 

where E is some compound expression. Each such equation defines, from our point 
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of view, a replacement rule whose redex has (in term notation) the form 

{PO := fh, . . l 9 xk) 

x0 := e 

. 

Xk := e}; 

(ii) an if. . + then. . . else. . . construction which defines, from our point of view, 
two ruies p(a) and p(F) say, whose redexes have the respective forms 

{P 0 := ap1, p2, P3) IP 0 := c(p,, p2, p3) 

p1 := T 

p2 :- e 

and Pl := F 

p2 := e 

P3 := e) P3 := e}, 

where T, F and C are function symbols which are not used in the rule redexes 
indicated in (i) above. 

It is evident that such systems are disjoint in the sense of [S], and they satisfy the 
restrictions of Section 1.2. We prescribe as follows an elementary preference for such 
a system, and then check that Proposition 2 is satisfied, so that Algorithm 2 gives an 
optimal evaluation algorithm. 

Notice that redexes as in (i) above have no nontrivial proper initial subterms. For 
nodes corresponding to addresses p. as in (ii) above, we define the leftmost of its 
three out-edges to be preferred. 

Evidently an elementary preference is thereby defined. To see that Proposition 2 is 
true, observe that no preferred paths of any graphs of the system match initial, cofinal 
paths of any rule redex. 

5.2. In the remainder of this section we give three further examples of systems of 
graph-like expressions, for two of which the establishment of an optimal evaluation 
algorithm has been an unsolved problem, and we show that the method of this paper 
deals with all of them. 

5.3. Our first example is nonlinear weak combinatory logic, as defined in [S]. We 
recall that the two rule redexes of this system have (in term notation) the following 
forms, where cx denotes a binary function letter. 

{rs := aip5, P2) {Tpc := dP49 P2) 

Ps := a!p6, p3j P4 := dP5, P3) 

l pl, := f9 (p7, p4) P5 := K 

p7 := s and p2 := d 



p2 := e 
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P3 := e). 
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p3 T= e 

P4 := e} 

Nonlinear weak combinatory logic is evidently disjoint. As foreshadowed in 
Algorithm 1, we define an elementary preference by defining the preferred out-edge 
of the root of each proper initial subgraph of each rule redex to be the left out-edge. 
Evidently an elementary preference is thereby defined. 

Again Proposition 2 is vacuously true; there are no preferred paths of any graph in 
the system which match initFa1, cofinal paths of any rule redex. For, any path which 
matches an initial, cofinal path of any rule redex is not a preferred path, because its 
start is the root of a contraction. 

5.4. Our next example is the nonlinear version of the extended system of weak 
combinatory logic which is obtained from the basic system by adding three new 
function symbols, R, sue and 0, and by adding an infinite family of new rules as 
follows. 

In classical notation the additional rules can be expressed, writing 6 for 0, and n + i 

for (sue ti), thus: 

RXYEjX RXYn + 1 -Ir\ Yfi(RXYn’), n 20, 

where X and Y denote arbitrary classical terms. 
The additional rules of the corresponding graph-like system, which we do not 

describe completely, have (in term notation) redexes of the form 

i z := &h, p6) 

Pl := dP2,Ps) 

P2 := dP3,P4) 

p3 :== R 

p4 := e 

ps := e 

‘p6 := e’), 

where the last entry is an abbreviation for a continuation of the list whose length 
depends on n and whose form is as follows: 
y1 = 0. The cortinuation is just p6 := 0. 
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n > 0. The continuation is 

p6 T= ! p-2, pa) 
* 
e 

* 

P7 := sue 
. 
. 

. 

P2n +4 ‘= (P2n+59 pZn+6) pZn+S I= SUC. 

p2n+6 := 0 

T)l,ls extended combinatory logic is evidently disjoint. A suitable elementary 
preference is defined as foPlows: 

(i) if the root r of the proper initial redex subgraph in question can be extended to 
a path of that subgraph of the form 

r, el, n2, e2, lg3, e3, n4 

where n4 has label R in the subgraph, then the right out-edge of the root r is the 
preferred out-edge, 

(ii) otherwise the left out-edge of t is the preferred out-edge. 
This system is a case where the condition of Proposition 2 is substantial. There are 

graphs with W, n and no satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 2, and we have to use 
the theory of node-stability to show that n is no-stable. 

Say n = (nk, ek, nk-1, . . . , el, no). AS in &tion 5.3 it is not the case that ei is the 
leftmost out-edge of n,-, i = 1, . . . , k ; for that would imply either 

(i) k = 2 and no has label K-contradiction since their Q is the root of a 
contraction, or 

(ii) k = 3 and nu has label S-contradiction similarly, or 
(iii) k = 3 and no has value R-contradiction since then e3 is not a preferred 

out-edge of n3. 
To cover the remaining possibilities we consider three cases. 

Case I: k=3 , e3 and e2 are left out-edges, el is not. Then nl starts a left path 

hfh mbf2, m2,f3, m3 

where m2 has iabel R and fi, f2 and f3 are left out-edges. 
Now m3 is no-stable from Result 6; m2 and ml are then successively seen to be 

no-stable from Result 5. In the case of m2, the subgraph J required for Result 5 is the 
subgraph whose assigned nodes are m2 and m3; in the case of ml the subgraph J is the 
subgraph whose assigned nodes are ml, m2 and m3. Now nl and n2 se given by 
hyposhesis to be no-stable, so we finally see that 123 is no-stable from Result 5, applied 
to the subterm J whose assigned nodes are n3, n2, nl, ml, m2 and m3. 

se 2s The argument is almost identical to that of Case 1, and is therefore omitted. 
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Case 3: /C = 1, and el is not a left out-edge. In this case, nl begins a path 

7t0= h, fi, ml, f2, m2, f3, m3) 

where m3 has value W in G. It is easy, as in the previous cas%es, to verify successively 
that m3, m2 and ml are no-stable in G. Thus nl is no-stable in G, by Result 5 applied 
to the subterm J of G whose assigned nodes are the assigned nodes of the paths ~0 
and 7r. For, r. is a path mh as required by Proposition f (ii), when h is an instance of 
the S-rule or the K-rule. Also, rr is a path ‘irh as required by Proposition 1 (ii) when h 
is an instance of an R-rule. 

5.5. The system of Pacini et al. [2] is treated as follows. Graph-like systems 
corresponding to those considered by Vuillemin [S] c3.n be considered in the same 
way. There is a function symbol which we denote CL There are also constatllts as 
prescribed in [2]. 

All rule redexes of the system have, in term notation, one of the forms 

1 r := ar(P0, l l l ,pm) 1 r := dpo, ’ l ’ ,pmi 
PO := f p() := P 

Pl := al or p1 := e 
. . 
. . 
. . 

Pm := Urn) Pm := e), 

where f, al,. . . , a,, P denote constants which satisfy various further conditions, of 
which we mention only one: no constant occurs as the value of po in rule redexes of 
both of the above sorts. 

The restrictions on the constants make it easy to see that the system is disjoint. 
Preferred out-edges are defined to be left out-edges, in order to define an elementary 
preference. To show that Proposition 2 is satisfied consider a graph G with nodes n 
and no and a preferred path 7~ which satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 2; write ~0 
for a path as assumed by Proposition 2. To see that n is no-stable we apply Result 5, 
taking as J the subterm of G whose assigned nodes are the assigned nodes of 7~ and 
a/ro. The argument is similar to the corresponding argument of Section 5.4, but is 
simpler. Details are therefore omitted. 

6. iscussion 

First we give an example of a system which can be treated by the above methods, 
5ut for which no elementary preference is sufficient. Then we discuss briefly the 
inydirations of the paper for parallel processing. Finally we note the scope for 
improving the practicability of the algorithm of Proposition 2. 
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Fig. 1. 

6.2. The example now to be given is adapted from an example due to G. Huet and 
J.-J. Levy. It concerns a system of acyclic graphs defined by the binary function 
symbols F and G, aild the constants P, Q and R. It has two rules, as sketched in Fig. 
l(a) and (b). 

In this example no elementary preference can define an optimal evaluation 
algorithm, because of graphs such as those sketched in Fig. 2. Observe that the left 
out-edge of the root will be on every generated path. The question then arises: which 
out-edges of its end should be preferred? Using an elementary preference, the 
decision as to which out-edge should be preferred can take into account only the 
structure of the cofinal subterm of n. That is clearly inadequate to discriminate 
between the graphs of Fig. 2. 

However a preference in the wider sense in which we have defined it is adequate to 
deal with this example. A suitable preference is sketched in Fig. 3, where the 
preferred out-edges have solid black arrowheads, and where the distinguished node 
p is of couase the one which has the preferred out-edges. Empty-labelled nodes have 
been omitted. It is straightforward to check that with such a preference the condition 
of Proposition 2 is vacuously true. 

F 

143 G & 

0) w 

Fig. 2. 

6.2. Application to parallel processing 

The algorithm of Section 4.9 can be regarded as defining a set of sound contrac- 
tions: one for c& of the equivalence classes of paths defined b;rr the algorithm, 
where equivalence of two paths means that they have the same ends and therefore 
define the same contraction. 
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Fig. 3. 

When this set of (disjoint) sound contractions comprises n 3 1 elements, it is 
evident froim Property 2 and [S] that a reduction of length n is defined by carrying out 
these contractions in arbitrary order, that the graph so obtained is independent of the 
order chosen and, in the case of graphs with normal form, that all contractions of the 
reductions are optimal. 

That the reduction is independent of the order in which the steps are carried out is 
what is often meant by saying that the steps can be carried out by asynchronous 
parallel processing, since strict simultaneity is usua4ly prohibited, explicitly or 
implicitly, by ‘tie-breaking’ conventions. 

6.3. The algorithm of Proposition 2 obviously should be refined prior to any 
implementation. But one can say more. It is for example unnecessary in many cases 
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to apply the algorithm after each contraction, provided that informaltion which has 
been generated by a previous application of the algorithm can be utilised. There 
seems to be considerable scope for developing control structures for the purpose of 
using information as it is generated by a modified algorithm, to speed up the search 
for subsequent sound contractions. 
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